Internet of Things (IoT)-based indoor plant care system
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Abstract. The list of Sustainable Development Goals created by the United Nations include good health and well-being as one of its primary objectives. Pollution is a concern worldwide, and pollution levels inside buildings (homes or workplaces) can be higher than outdoors. To alleviate this problem and improve air quality, ornamental plants can be used. This paper presents the application of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies to develop a system called P4L, an acronym for “Plants for Life”. The objective of P4L is the automated care of potted plants to improve air quality and make the indoor environments of a building healthier. This IoT-based system (IoTS) has been developed through low-cost Arduino-compatible components. In addition, the Test-Driven Development Methodology for IoT-based Systems (TDDM4IoTS) has been used to guide P4L development. In fact, this article shows the result of the application of this methodology (phase by phase), with the help of the Test-Driven Development Tool for IoT-based Systems (TDDT4IoTS), which supports the aforementioned methodology, to develop P4L. To validate the methodology, we conducted a survey among developers that have used it, the results of which show that it is efficient and covers all aspects of IoTS development.
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1. Introduction

The United Nations (UN) listed in 2015 a set of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to be achieved by 2030 [32], including a target primary goal of good health and well-being (SDG3). In that sense, since the emergence of the term Internet of Things (IoT) in a presentation made by Kevin Ashton in 1999 [1], IoT-based systems (IoTSs) have been gradually bringing great technological changes that can contribute to SDG3 by helping people and making their lives easier and more comfortable through a series of applications. IoTSs have an undeniable utility, as they can be implemented to be applied in various fields, such as [18,19]: education, medicine [4], industry, transportation, governance, mining, agriculture, smart cities, and smart homes, to mention just a few. Another application domain of IoT is environmental monitoring and control, which has particularly been applied to monitor pollution and reduce it [25]. From the perspective of sustainability, this is of great significance, since one specific goal mentioned by UN
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to be able to achieve SDG3 is to monitor and control air pollution, considering that this problem causes around 7 million deaths per year due to exposure to hazardous fine particles.

In households worldwide, the use of ornamental plants is quite common [9], and many people use them as a hobby or pastime to decorate indoor environments. They also help to maintain a more relaxed and less polluted environment [27]. In areas where climatic conditions are more extreme, i.e., where temperatures are too low (below −5°C), people choose to keep plants inside buildings (houses or offices, factories, etc.), while where temperatures are too high, they keep them in the shade (sometimes indoors). Pollution is a concern at both local [6] and global level [5], so ornamental plants, in addition to serving as decoration, help to improve air quality and decontaminate the environment.

Environmental pollution is considered one of the main drawbacks to people’s health, due to both its negative influence on the quality of the air individuals breathe and its mortality rate [20,23]. Air pollution is caused by human beings themselves due to certain advances (means of transport, industry, heating in homes, etc.) in an attempt to lead a better lifestyle. However, society has become aware of this problem and has started to react, demanding the right to have clean air to breathe. It has been proven that pollution, in addition to affecting people’s health, decreases their performance at work. Although Industry 4.0 is being adopted by certain industries in different sectors, there is a lack of application of these technologies in favour of occupational health and safety [26]. Therefore, systems for monitoring the concentration levels of pollutant gases [7], in conjunction with the use of ornamental plants can help to alleviate this concern. However, in factories or companies, plants may be neglected when there is no staff dedicated to their care, and they are also sometimes neglected in households by their owners, especially when these must leave their usual residence, due to either their multiple activities or (business or holiday) travel.

To help alleviate this problem, some systems for automated plant care have been developed. For example, Zhang et al. [36] have designed a robot for irrigation of ornamental plant cultivation over wide areas. Banda-Chavez et al. [3] present a system for watering potted plants, but they do not care about the water supply, i.e., they do not indicate where the system takes water from, nor does the system detect whether there is enough water to irrigate. Azhar et al. [2] propose a system capable of supplying the necessary water and fertiliser to the plants, as well as refilling the water tank from which the water is supplied to the plants; however, its performance is at the user’s discretion, via a mobile application.

None of the related systems proposed in the literature are concerned with measuring indoor pollution levels in buildings (regardless of their purpose: workplace or dwelling). To overcome the disadvantages of the IoTs proposed for the care of potted plants that we have analysed, this paper presents an IoTs, called P4L (Plants for Life), which is able to keep plants healthy, especially indoors, by providing adequate watering and light when needed. In addition, the system can notify the inhabitants of the house or workers in the office (or company) of the presence of gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), ammonium (NH4), alcohol, and toluene (C6H5CH3), which represent a poor air quality level [5], so ornamental plants, in addition to serving as decoration, help to improve air quality and decontaminate the environment.

To help alleviate this problem, some systems for automated plant care have been developed. For example, Zhang et al. [36] have designed a robot for irrigation of ornamental plant cultivation over wide areas. Banda-Chavez et al. [3] present a system for watering potted plants, but they do not care about the water supply, i.e., they do not indicate where the system takes water from, nor does the system detect whether there is enough water to irrigate. Azhar et al. [2] propose a system capable of supplying the necessary water and fertiliser to the plants, as well as refilling the water tank from which the water is supplied to the plants; however, its performance is at the user’s discretion, via a mobile application.

None of the related systems proposed in the literature are concerned with measuring indoor pollution levels in buildings (regardless of their purpose: workplace or dwelling). To overcome the disadvantages of the IoTs proposed for the care of potted plants that we have analysed, this paper presents an IoTs, called P4L (Plants for Life), which is able to keep plants healthy, especially indoors, by providing adequate watering and light when needed. In addition, the system can notify the inhabitants of the house or workers in the office (or company) of the presence of gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), ammonium (NH4), alcohol, and toluene (C6H5CH3), which represent a poor air quality level [20], and alert them to inadequate or even dangerous levels for people’s health. In this way, the aim is to avoid the inconvenience caused by indoor pollution. At the same time, the level of decontamination of the environment will depend on the quality of the plant(s) placed in the pot(s). At this point, it should be noted that the main problem addressed in this article and for which a solution is proposed is the automation of the care of potted plants, with the solution also contributing to the improvement of indoor air quality in the building in question (office, factory, home, etc.).

Moreover, the work here presented is directly related to UN’s SDG3 and intends to contribute to improve indoor air quality, trying to reduce the emission of polluting gases from indoors to outdoors, with the aim of achieving a cleaner and healthier environment [28]. In fact, what good would a city with all the characteristics of a smart city [4,18] be if pollution is the norm there? In many countries, populations are settled around large industries. This may be due to the lack of government regulations to determine the distance between the population and the area where the industrial plants are going to be installed, or because the populations grow and expand towards the industrial zones. These populations are directly affected by air pollution regardless of whether it is produced by industries or inside buildings.

To select the methodology for the development of P4L, the results of the literature review on development methodologies for IoTs presented by Guerrero-Ulloa et al. [15] have been considered. Such results allow us to conclude that, according to the ISO/IEC/IEEE 15289:2019 [16] international standard, the only methodology that covers the largest number of stages of the system/software life cycle is TDDM4IoTS (Test-Driven Development Methodology
for IoT-based Systems) [13]. Therefore, it has been chosen for the development of P4L, with the aim of validating this methodology and evaluating its application. In this paper, we apply not only the TDDM4IoTS methodology but also the Test-Driven Development Tool for IoTSs (TDDT4IoTS) [12], which have been created to support this methodology, to the development of the proposed IoT system, with the aim of assessing the benefits they provide for IoT developers.

In summary, this paper presents two main contributions: (1) the validation and evaluation of the TDDM4IoTS methodology that we have created to develop IoT systems; and (2) the development of the P4L IoT system, using this methodology and presenting the results of the application of each of the development phases considered in it. P4L has three main objectives: (1) to decrease time devoted to care ornamental plants by their owners, (2) to inform its users about the indoor air quality in their environments, and (3) to improve the air quality in them.

The rest of the article is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an analysis of related research retrieved from the main scientific databases. Section 3 describes the proposed system in more detail, while Section 4 shows the results of the application of the methodology followed for its development in each of the phases set out in the methodology. Section 5 deals with the validation of the methodology, presenting the results of a survey conducted among IoT developers. Finally, Section 6 outlines the conclusions and future work.

2. Related work

Among the works that have been presented to provide a solution for the care of ornamental plants planted in pots, we can mention the one carried out by Yuan et al. [35], who studied several of the factors affecting plant growth, proposing an IoT-based framework that allows scientists to collect data on environmental factors (such as temperature, light intensity, and CO2 concentration) in order to understand their impact on plant growth. One of the concerns about indoor plant care is addressed by Theparod et al. [29], who tried to supply the light needed for plants to grow by means of an IoT device with light emitting diodes. Another need plants have is water. Ting et al. [30] presented a system to control plant irrigation based on environmental parameters, such as soil moisture, air humidity, environmental temperature, and light intensity. Banda-Chavez et al. [3] monitored soil moisture and environmental temperature factors and, depending on the values of these parameters, activated or not a pump to wet the soil of the plants. Likewise, Azhar et al. [2] provided the necessary water and fertiliser to the plants, according to the detected values of environmental temperature and humidity, as well as the soil moisture and temperature. However, none of the aforementioned papers presenting a contribution to plant care that combines water and fertilizer supply, lighting and alert the users when the indoor air quality is poor or dangerous for their health.

Potted ornamental plants can be used to decontaminate indoor environments, since they can help to reduce indoor pollution levels, though their care may be a challenge for their owners. In some cases, indoor pollution levels can be up to 100 times higher than outdoor pollution levels [24]. Indoor pollution can be caused by the entry of vehicles either to load or unload goods in factories, workshops, or warehouses, or simply to park them in garages when these are inside homes [21]. One of the fields of application of IoT is the monitoring of the concentration levels of pollutant gases using sensors [7,11,22] and, as mentioned above, one of the practices that have been implemented to help decontaminate indoor air and improve its quality is the use of ornamental plants [2,6,37]. These two practices, i.e., technology-based surveillance and the use of ornamental plants, can be combined and complement each other. This allows people who are (working or living) in that indoor space to breathe better quality air, thanks to the production of oxygen and the reduction of pollutants, benefits provided by the photosynthesis process of the plants, with the added advantage of hardly having to worry about their care, if their owners so wish.

According to the papers retrieved in our study of the state of the art, works proposing solutions for the care of potted plants and those proposing systems for pollution monitoring are divorced. Nonetheless, some authors, such as Guerrero-Ulloa et al. [11] propose a system that not only monitors and alerts about pollution levels but also tries to decrease pollution by turning on fans and opening windows automatically. Therefore, our proposal, which is described in the following section, tries to overcome the limitations of the analysed systems. P4L allows not only the care of potted plants, providing them with sufficient water and fertiliser, but also the monitoring of the levels
of pollutant gases in the environment. In addition, P4L will be able to send notifications to the user via its mobile application, according to the concentration levels of pollutant gases in the environment and inform the user about the state of the plant.

Moreover, the indoor pollution monitoring solutions on the market represent very specific standardised equipment (for one or very few gases), and they are costly [26], which often makes them difficult to acquire. Although a possible advantage of such standardised equipment is the accountability that manufacturers can provide for periodic calibration and validation, they may not be suitable for long-term monitoring (8, 12 or 24/7, uninterrupted), as they are limited to the time of their battery life [17]. The cost of such a device increases if you add the cost of a system for the care of indoor potted plants. This is why we present a low-cost solution that covers these two fields (automated plant care and pollutant gas monitoring), and provides better quality air to breathe, which will benefit the health of the people in the space or environment in which the system we propose is placed.

3. Proposed system

As stated above, one of the main contributions of this paper is the development of the IoT system called P4L. With it, we intend to achieve three objectives: (1) to automate the ornamental houseplant care so that their owners can reduce the time spent in this task, if they wish so; (2) to allow its users to know the quality levels of the indoor air they breathe, and (3) to provide a less polluted indoor environment in homes, offices, factories, or any other space or building in which it is installed.

Plant care can be a problem, for example: people may find it difficult to leave their home or workplace for a long period of time, whether for work, holidays, or any other reason, when there is no one to look after their houseplants in their absence. To try to overcome this problem, people often resort to looking on websites for tips on how to care for plants in their absence, which are not always applicable and often not always sufficient.

The biggest concern for people who have potted plants is to provide them with sufficient moisture and light. That is why the main objective of P4L is to try to ensure the good health of potted plants in indoor environments, even in the absence of their owners. This achieves a second objective: to ensure good air quality and a healthy environment for the people in the space (within their home or workplace) where such plants are located. To do this, P4L will be able to, depending on the moisture level of the potting soil, pour the water (with diluted fertiliser) necessary to maintain the plant between its optimal levels of moistness and food. However, there are no standard values for the parameters considered to determine the state of the plant, such as humidity, temperature, light intensity, CO2 concentration, among others, since they depend on the type of plant being cultivated [8]. In this study, we have considered average values according to the climate in which the study was being done. This study was carried out in the city of Quevedo, which has a sub-humid-tropical climate and is located at altitudes between 60 and 110 meters above sea level. In Quevedo, during the year, the temperature generally varies from 22°C to 31°C and rarely drops below 21°C or rises to more than 34°C [33]. Indoor CO2 levels were considered good for concentrations between 300 and 500 ppm (parts per million). Concentrations of 1000 ppm and above are considered a potential problem. The lowest humidity is 33% (11.2 days) in September and the highest humidity is 99% (30.7 days) in March. The comfort level for humidity is rated as sultry, oppressive or unbearable for at least 49% of the time, spread over 7.8 months, from December 4 to July 30 [28].

In factories with 24-hour working hours, pollution levels are much higher, thus the need for decontamination mechanisms becomes necessary and the use of plants provides an excellent alternative. For this purpose, when ambient lighting is insufficient, P4L provides the light necessary for the plant’s photosynthesis process, i.e., the process by which plants manage to reduce carbon dioxide levels while producing oxygen.

Finally, P4L allows the user to be kept informed about the indoor air quality level, the concentration levels of those pollutants that the plants have not been able to reduce and that are being monitored, environment temperature and humidity, the state of the plants (including their soil moisture level) and the water level in the container that feeds the pump. The user will receive the corresponding notifications via the mobile application when the values of these parameters vary drastically, and more frequently when they reach dangerous levels.
4. Development methodology applied

The TDDM4IoTS methodology [13], which is specifically designed to guide developers in each of the activities to be performed in the different phases of the development of an IoTS, has been followed for the development of the system proposed in this paper. In addition, the TDDEI4IoTS tool [12] has been used, which is being developed to specifically support the application of this methodology. This tool enables the automatic generation of the platform-independent models, and part of the platform-specific models for the web and mobile applications, as well as part of the Arduino code for the hardware configuration of the device.

As recommended in the aforementioned methodology, four roles should be established: user/client (who commissions the system to be developed), project facilitator, developer, and counsellor. For the development of the IoTS presented here, the user/client was a person closely related to one of the project team members, who provided the environment for analysis and subsequent deployment of the system. An expert in IoTS development was the project facilitator. The development team consisted of three developers, all with the same level of expertise. Therefore, each of them played the role of counsellor according to their mastery of the corresponding activity or development phase.

4.1. Development stages covered by TDDM4IoTS

TDDM4IoTS [13] contemplates or distinguishes eleven development stages, which are: (1) Preliminary analysis, (2) Technology layer design, (3) Detailed requirement analysis, (4) Model generation and adaptation, (5) Test generation, (6) Software generation, (7) Model refinement, (8) Software refinement, (9) Hardware and software deployment, (10) Deliverable assessment and (11) Maintenance. The first three development stages were the most time-consuming for the project team, who used the TDDT4IoTS [12] tool to carry them out. The stages that could have proven to be the most difficult for the development team, namely stages 4, 5 and 6, turned out to be the easiest and fastest thanks to the use of TDDT4IoTS. Requirement specification, whether preliminary or detailed, together with refinement and tuning (of models, tests, and software) are very important stages, and require a great deal of effort on behalf of the project team (and more specifically, the development team, with the direct participation of the client or end-user).

4.2. Results of applying TDDM4IoTS and TDDT4IoTS to each development stage

This section details the results of applying each of the stages considered in the TDDM4IoTS methodology to the development of P4L, showing some of the results obtained directly from the TDDT4IoTS tool.

4.2.1. Preliminary analysis

The objective of this stage is to obtain a feasibility study of the complete system. To do so, first the P4L requirements had to be obtained and specified, for which end-user interviews were carried out to find out their expectations of the system to be developed. Three deliverables were determined: (1) mobile application, (2) web application and (3) device. However, these three deliverables encompass a series of tasks (which, using the terminology used in agile methodologies, should be developed over a series of sprints). Mobile and web applications have several common tasks, such as logging in, displaying real-time data, and producing reports and notifications, among others, although they require additional effort to be implemented on both platforms. Regarding the device, some of the tasks it performs are: detecting humidity levels, temperature and gas concentrations, as well as pouring water, emitting light, and playing notifications, among others. These coarse-grained functional requirements were captured in a use case diagram, which is shown in Fig. 1.

The system will be deployed inside a building (office, factory, home, ... ) where there are some potted plants. One of these plants is close to a window, on the wall of which is installed a socket that can be used for power supply. Alternatively, the system can be battery-powered so that it does not rely exclusively on the main power supply and can be deployed anywhere in the building where there are plants. As the customer has contracted internet service via Wi-Fi, this will be used by the device to exchange information with the web and mobile applications.

As outlined in the TDDM4IoTS methodology [13], each of the aspects considered for the feasibility study of the IoTS to be developed were analysed, and it was determined that the project was viable and its development feasible.
Regarding the hardware, Arduino-compatible hardware was used. Some of the hardware components were already available to the project team, and the others were easily acquired, at reasonably low prices [28].

As for the software required for the development of this IoT system, both for the design and configuration of the device and for the implementation of the web and mobile applications, free tools have been used, which are available on the web for direct use or, where appropriate, for download. The tools chosen to be used in the different phases of the development of this project were:

- TDDT4IoTS [12]: Requirement specification, class diagram generation (software architecture), test generation and software generation (device configuration, web and mobile applications).
- NetBeans as IDE (Integrated Development Environment) and Java: Test and software refinement, compilation, and file generation of WAR (Web Application Resource) files for the web application.
- IDE Android Studio: Creation of the mobile application interfaces, software refinement and generation of the APK (Android Application Package) file, which will be downloaded and installed.
- Arduino IDE: Refinement of the software for hardware configuration and software recording on the Arduino development board and NodeMCU ESP8266.
- PostgreSQL: Database management system.

A hosting company is required to provide web application deployment and data storage services. The mobile application must be installed on an Android device, which must have internet service via Wi-Fi, or mobile data, to be able to use the internet from any location with signal coverage. It was also determined that the IT staff had sufficient experience and expertise to successfully develop the P4L system, both in terms of meeting its functional requirements and in terms of the time available for its delivery.

4.2.2. Technology layer design

The overall system architecture and software architecture were determined in this phase, in which all project members, including the user, participated. The P4L architecture is service oriented, as shown in Fig. 2. Sensors send data to the cloud via the Wi-Fi network. The applications publish the data in real time, thanks to the WebSockets that are implemented, with a WebSocket Server in the cloud and the applications acting as WebSocket Clients. The rest of the operations are performed using the implemented RESTful web services.

One of the differences between IoT systems and traditional information systems (IS) is that, in the former, both software and hardware are deployed. The design of the P4L device is shown in Fig. 3, where it can be seen that the following
A lamp that provides light to the plant, (b) a relay module that transmits electricity to turn on the lamp, (c) an ultrasonic sensor (HC-SR04) that is used to measure the water level in the tank, (d) an Arduino Uno R3 development board that programs data captured from each of the sensors and the actions performed by the actuators, (e) a Mini motor 3v DC that irrigates the plant, (f) a relay module that provides current flow to control the ignition of the mini motor, (g) a 16X2 LCD display with i2C to show the status of the plant, (h) an NodeMCU ESP8266 Wi-Fi module to send data to the cloud with Wi-Fi connection, which feed the web and mobile applications, (i) an
MQ-135 sensor to capture the CO₂ concentration in the environment, (j) a DHT11 sensor to measure environmental humidity and temperature, (k) an LDR module to capture the light received by the plant, and (l) an HL-69 sensor to capture the moisture of the soil in the pot.

4.2.3. Detailed requirement analysis

An extended use case format was used to obtain the most accurate requirements. The level of detail with which use cases are written will help generate the other IoTS models using the TDDT4IoTS tool. In this case, the models obtained for P4L were very close to those required by the client or end user.

As TDDT4IoTS is in the evaluation stage, the development of this IoTS (i.e., P4L) served to evaluate this development tool and provide feedback for its suitability to the needs of its users, which are the IoTS developers. In our case, the P4L developers were very specific in eliciting the client’s requirements and, based on these requirements, they wrote the unit and acceptance tests that the system had to pass. These tests were compared with the tests that the tool generated automatically. All the automatically generated tests were useful and needed to be run together with the software to ensure that the latter meets the requirements. The tests that the application generates are the unit tests. However, it was necessary to create some additional unit tests that TDDT4IoTS was not able to generate. Logically, when system requirements are better specified and written, the better the models, tests and code automatically generated by the tool will be.

The template of the extended use cases that the tool provides is presented in a semi-structured format, as shown in Table 1, so that the developer writes each of the aspects that have been detailed in it, according to the information provided by the stakeholders. The extended use cases must be written using a custom-designed symbol-based language, which is specified in the TDDT4IoTS tool [12]. This language defines a symbol or set of symbols for each type of element used for the generation of the class diagram. Developers must use these symbols to mark the elements to be included in the class diagram when writing the uses cases.

4.2.4. Generation of models, tests and software

The level of completeness of the generated model depends on the previous phase. In this case, a platform-independent model (PIM) was generated, as a class diagram (see Fig. 4). The tests that the software must pass during the improvement process were generated based on this PIM. The software or platform-specific model (PSM) generated was used 100% in the construction of the web application and a large part of the mobile application. Likewise, the software generated for the configuration of the P4L device was used in its entirety.

4.2.5. Adaptation and refinement of models, tests and software

Model adaptation and refinement is a very important and necessary stage, as it ensures that the model perfectly covers the needs expressed by the client. The TDDT4IoTS tool was used to develop P4L, which made this stage effortless for the development team. The PIM for P4L was conceptually and logically complete, and the developers only had to add the odd complementary method and attribute.

After adapting the PIM, the tests were adapted to check that all the needs expressed by the client were covered. When the tests were ready, the PSM was adapted to meet the requirements. Although 100% of the generated software was used, the necessary software had to be written for some of the methods to fulfill their function. It should be emphasised that the TDDT4IoTS tool generated a large part of the PSM, as well as additional software, which is necessary for the management and exchange of data (entity classes and web services) and the operations of manipulation and monitoring of the attributes of the classes (getters and setters methods), although they are not specified in the PIM.

TDDM4IoTS encourages the direct involvement of the user in the development of the corresponding IoTS; in our case, P4L. The user is the main decision-maker in the development stages (9) Hardware and Software Deployment and (10) Deliverable Assessment, as well as in the analysis stages. In stage (9), the user must decide on final aspects for the deployment of the system, such as hosting the web application, publishing and downloading the mobile application, and the location of the device, among others. In the case of P4L, they must decide on the location for each of the plants, together with the corresponding P4L device (see Fig. 5), as well as, if desired, the type of installation (e.g., own domain or hosting) of web and mobile applications, among other things. Both (web and mobile) applications are designed to support several devices deployed in one or several buildings (either homes or workplaces), so one or several users can be registered in these applications.
Table 1
Extended use case to determine the plant status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use case:</th>
<th>Determine plant status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actors:</td>
<td>Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose:</td>
<td>Report on the state of the plant, according to the values of temperature, soil moisture, carbon dioxide and surrounding light.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary:</td>
<td>It determines whether the plant is in a favourable state, that is, if the values of temperature, soil moisture, carbon dioxide and surrounding light are good or bad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type:</td>
<td>Primary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preconditions:</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normal course of events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor reaction</th>
<th>System reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. This use case starts when the environment is monitored.</td>
<td>2. Detect carbon dioxide, ammonium, alcohol, and toluene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Send data collected about carbon dioxide, ammonium, alcohol, and toluene.</td>
<td>4. Detect environment humidity, temperature, light intensity, and soil moisture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Send environment humidity, temperature, light intensity, and soil moisture to the local processing board.</td>
<td>6. Calculate concentration levels of carbon dioxide, ammonium, alcohol, and toluene.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Calculate the percentage of environmental humidity.</td>
<td>8. Calculate the temperature in degrees Celsius.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Calculate the light intensity.</td>
<td>10. If the values are NOT within the appropriate ranges, then 10.1. The condition of the plant is not good and “I feel bad” is displayed. 10.2. Issue notifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. If all values are within the appropriate ranges, then the condition of the plant is good and “I feel fine” is displayed.</td>
<td>Postconditions: The status message is displayed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use cases includes: Detect gas, Determine pollution, Determine environment temperature and humidity levels, Issue alert.

Figure 5 shows a photo of the device in operation next to a pot in which a plant is grown and maintained using P4L. Figure 6 shows two screenshots of the P4L (mobile and web) applications. In fact, Fig. 6 (a) displays a screenshot of the mobile application presenting the options offered to an authenticated user, while Fig. 6 (b) shows a screenshot of the web application that presents the data taken in real time by the P4L device about the plant status and the pollution levels of the indoor environment in which it is deployed.

In stage (10), once the system has been deployed, the user must issue the acceptance criteria for the system. In our case study, in order for the user to accept the P4L system, first of all, the location of the implemented device was changed several times, placing it in various pots, to test different plants. Thus, depending on the detected soil moisture value of the respective pot, the system decided whether to turn on the pump to water the plant until the soil in the pot was at the ideal moisture level.

To test how the system behaves in response to temperature variations, the temperature rise was simulated by bringing a hot iron close to the sensor. In this way, it was verified that the system picked up the temperature rise perfectly and displayed it, while when the iron was removed from the sensor, it also detected and displayed the
corresponding decrease in temperature. Given these values, users will be able to make the best decisions to ensure a healthy and comfortable environment for themselves and the rest of the people (and plants) present in that indoor area. To test the operation of the light level sensor, the lights in the room were switched off and the device was additionally covered with a dark blanket. Therefore, when the light intensity was reduced, the device turned on the lamp to provide the brightness that the plant required. The gas detection test was performed manually, with the use of a lighter that works with liquid gas to burn paper and other materials near the sensor, thus generating the gases to be detected by the P4L system and obtaining the values of the gas concentrations according to expectations. In addition, with the sensor tests, it was possible to corroborate the frequency of sending and receiving notifications.
in the mobile application, and the publication of data in real time using both (web and mobile) applications. The results of all the tests were adequate and expected by the user (i.e., our client), who approved the deployed system.

4.2.6. Maintenance

System downtime due to maintenance should reduce as much as possible to make sure that the system is always operational. In the case of P4L, the system will be powered by the main power supply and can also be powered by battery. In case the system must be powered only by battery, it must be considered that the power consumption will depend on the alerts it issues and the data it must transmit. The estimated power consumption for each of the P4L devices with a normal workload (i.e., considering that the mini pump will be activated once every two or three days, and that it will not work in a highly polluted place all the time) would be around 100 watts per year [34].

Changing or replacing sensors or any other components of the device should be done by a professional. Replacement of a particular sensor should be performed when it fails or at the end of its useful life. The lifespan of individual components may vary and will depend especially on the number or intensity of data acquisition/sending/playback and even more on the climatic conditions (humidity and temperature, among others) of the environment in which they are operating [14,31].

5. Validation of the development methodology

Several IoTSs were developed for the validation of the methodology, forming several project teams (one team per system). All members of these teams were Systems Engineering students. Of the project teams formed, 5 of them used the TDDM4IoTS methodology, while the other 5 used another development methodology chosen by each group. Both groups had the same: time for development, level of knowledge, experience in IoTS development, complexity in the requirements of the systems to be developed and guiding teacher. Only 4 out of 5 student teams who did not use TDDM4IoTS completed the implementation of the functionalities of their respective systems. The one which did not achieve it perhaps was due to the development methodology chosen. Moreover, the results of the work developed by the other 4 teams that did not use TDDM4IoTS were less satisfactory than the ones developed by the student teams who did use TDDM4IoTS, according to the marks obtained for this assignment by each team.

The evaluation indicators of the work developed by the developers were mainly the system (i.e., its functionalities and design, including the appearance and size of the device and both mobile and web application interfaces),
although the quality of the software code, the software documentation [10] and the project documentation [31] provided, as well as just-in-time delivery, were also considered. At the end of the development period, they achieved varying degrees of compliance, as reflected in the continuous evaluations of the deliverables that resulted from the development of the assigned systems. Among the development teams that applied TDDM4IoTS was the team that developed P4L. The graph representing the average score or mark obtained by the developers belonging to each team (those who used TDDM4IoTS versus those who did not) is shown in Fig. 7.

For a more focused evaluation, the developers of the teams that applied TDDM4IoTS were asked to answer a survey assessing the TDDM4IoTS methodology. The survey was voluntary and completely anonymous. As it was about the TDDM4IoTS methodology, it was filled out only by the members of the project teams which used it. In addition, this survey was answered by other more experienced students who also used the methodology (in previous academic years). The total number of developers who used the methodology and answered the survey was 14. One of the questions asked was the degree of acceptance of each of the TDDM4IoTS stages. The graph shown in Fig. 8 presents the answers obtained for this question.

According to the developers who used TDDM4IoTS in the survey, the most important stages of the methodology include Preliminary analysis and Software generation, followed by Technology layer design, Detailed requirement
Fig. 9. Importance of the roles of the project team members (maximum 56, minimum 0).

**Analysis, Hardware and software deployment and Deliverable assessment.** The stage considered least important by developers is the *Model refinement* stage, followed by the *Software refinement* stage. The reason why the developers surveyed downplayed the importance of these stages may be because they have developed systems such as an IoT-based smart medicine dispenser to control and monitor medication intake [14] and an IoTs for indoor air quality control (called IdeAir) [11], in which refinement work on both (platform-independent) models and software was not necessary, because these were small projects whose requirements were very clearly established from the beginning with the client/end-user. However, they do not consider it completely unnecessary. Additionally, they were asked whether they consider that TDDM4IoTS has discarded any stages that should be present in an IoTs development methodology, to which all but one respondent answered no (i.e., the discarded stage was not specified by the respondent).

Regarding the roles played by the members of the IoTs development project team, the 14 respondents could rate each role with a value between 4 (maximum) and 0 (minimum, which means “I do not think it is important at all”). All respondents, having the same level of knowledge, consider the role of *counsellor/advisor/mentor/guide* to be the least important (rating with an importance value of 1), even more than 64% (rating with an importance value of zero) do not consider it important, while the role of *customer/end-user* is considered important by the highest number of respondents (rating with an importance value of 4), followed by the role of *developer* and *project facilitator*. Figure 9 shows the project team roles established in the methodology and the level of importance assigned by the surveyed developers. Developers selected each of the roles in order of importance (selected first = 4, not selected = 0). In addition, we also asked whether TDDM4IoTS had left out any important roles, to which 12 of them answered no, one responded that TDDM4IoTS had left out the role of *tester* and another that the forgotten role was the role of *supervisor*.

The overall satisfaction level of TDDM4IoTS expressed by the surveyed developers is shown in Fig. 10. All of them stated a positive level of satisfaction regarding the use of this methodology.

6. Conclusions and future work

P4L, which is an IoTs, has been presented as a possible solution to two issues: the automated care of houseplants grown in pots and, at the same time, the reduction of pollution in indoor environments, whether they are homes or workplaces (offices, factories, warehouses, etc.). P4L is an interesting solution for people who cannot take care of their indoor plants, whether due to lack of time or other issues. In fact, it can help them to water, fertilize (fertilizer diluted in water) and light their plants, leaving that responsibility to the system. In addition, it informs its users when the indoor air quality could be dangerous for their health. In fact, this system also intends to contribute to sustainability, particularly to UN’s SDG3 for good health and well-being. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing solutions to care houseplants combine all these aspects in a single system.

The use of the TDDM4IoTS methodology and the TDDT4IoTS tool for the development of P4L may ensure a cleaner and faster development. The most innovative and relevant aspects of both methodology and tool are:
Fig. 10. Overall satisfaction level of developers regarding TDDM4IoTS.

(1) they are specifically designed to develop IoTSs; (2) the major workload for the project team was focused on the analysis-related activities, as well as on the adaptation and refinement of models, tests and software and the deployment stages; (3) they are based on a custom-designed symbol-based language to annotate the main elements to be considered at design level in the extended use cases; and (4) these use cases are taken as the starting point for the automated generation of models, tests and software snippets. Additionally, the participation of the client/end-user was very relevant in the stages in which the developers made their work. It was also determined that the activities of the model (both PIM and PSM) refinement stage are not important in small projects and/or when the problem domain is in the domain of the developers. Regarding the roles defined in the methodology, it can be concluded that the most important roles for developers are client/end-user and developer, while the least important one is counsellor. As the members of the development teams that have validated and evaluated the methodology had the same level of knowledge, 64.28% of those surveyed did not consider the role of counsellor to be important. In addition, the application of a more specific methodology for IoTS development can result in higher quality products compared to products obtained using less specialised methodologies.

As future work, P4L intends to implement the automatic recognition of the type of soil in the pot and the type of plant that is planted in it, so that the system will be able to pour the water properly, considering these two additional parameters. Another improvement to be incorporated into the proposed system is to connect a water hose directly from a faucet in the building to the plant. Therefore, for irrigation purposes, it would only be necessary to control the opening or closing of the water flow through the hose, instead of having to turn on and off the pump that provides the mixture of water and fertilizer deposited in a container, as is the case in the proposal presented in this paper. This will make it possible to dispense with the container or tank, which is one of the bulkiest elements of the current device, although it will entail having to implement the functionality of pouring the fertiliser into the plant in another way. Moreover, an interesting future line of research would be to devise a mechanism to detect and control plant diseases and incorporate it into the system presented.
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